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SUMMARY: The study aims to evaluate a software interface that is developed for interactive representation and 

negotiation of spatial concepts of urban ontology terms such as ex-urbanisation to help communication and 

knowledge sharing between users. We conduct two types of user-evaluation; closed interviews focusing on 

general aspects of the interface, and in-depth interviews to deal with boundary issues of urban environment 

between stakeholders. From the result, we find that the software interface could be useful for urban ontology 

research and land use, with support of different ontologies of different actors for a common concept. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently diverse actors including government, stakeholders, and citizens are participating in urban development 

for better understanding of local social context and environment (Nolmark 2007). Information that different 

actors would bring into urban planning and design activities could include a wide spectrum from local practical 

knowledge to general urban theory. The term ‘ontology’ means a formal, explicit specification of a common 

understanding of some domain that can be communicated across people and computers (Studer et al. 1998). As 

public participation in urban decision-making processes is increasing, communication, negotiation, and 

argumentation between the actors become increasingly important (Teller 2007). 

Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) had argued that one of the main goals of applications for ontologies in 

information sciences is the ability of knowledge sharing and reuse. There have been efforts to improve 

communication and knowledge-sharing of urban ontologies using developed tools. Some examples tools aim to 

support representation of conceptual/spatial information of urban ontologies and knowledge in ontology-based 

models (Ban and Ahlqvist 2008; Cataldo and Rinaldi 2008). Other tools simulate multiple urban-design 

scenarios to formally represent both implicit and explicit knowledge of ontologies (Caneparo et al. 2008). In 

addition, a tool for Geo Semantic Web community was developed to support annotation of common interest 

between multiple users and browsing of information (Marcheggiani et al. 2008). 
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However, it would be hard to tell how such tools would be useful for dealing with issues of urban ontology in 

practice unless it is evaluated. For example, Métral et al. (2007) argue that a tool should provide relevant 

information for each actor that can be easily understood by different user profiles so that they could support 

“actor-specific ontologies”. Also it is important to evaluate the tool and its interface with different urban actors 

(Métral et al. 2007). One of the reasons for the evaluation is the “paradigms of visualization” that could vary in 

their usefulness for specific actors, such as people in different age groups (Marcheggiani et al. 2008). In addition, 

feedbacks from the diverse actors could be helpful to unveil current limitations of a tool and provide better ideas 

for its improvement.  

This paper aims to evaluate an existing tool for communication and knowledge sharing between different actors 

in urban planning/design activities by interviewing stakeholders from different user groups—i.e., residents, 

researchers, and policy-making players. Another goal of this study is to see how different types of user-

evaluation methods would contribute to evaluate the tool, ultimately to understand how urban ontologies in 

practice work in the domain of urban development.  

Our research on urban ontologies has gone through three research phases. In the first phase, we revealed spatial 

implications of uncertainty in urban-ontologies terms such as ex-urbanisation using a fuzzy-set approach and 

geovisualisation techniques (Ban and Ahlqvist 2007). The second phase of our study suggested a web-based 

software interface ‘pinu’ (program for identification and negotiation of uncertain concept definitions) developed 

for interactive visualization, communication, and negotiation of the concept of ex-urbanisation with empirical 

spatial data (Ban and Ahlqvist 2008). In this paper we report on our findings from the third phase user 

evaluations of pinu’s interface conducted through pilot interviews followed by in-depth interviews using a semi-

structured format. 

2. THEORETIC BACKGROUND 

2.1 Uncertainty of concepts in urban ontology between actors 

Because actors in urban management and policy making are from diverse social groups, have different roles, and 

come from individual backgrounds, there are potential issues of communication or knowledge sharing. Some of 

the issues may originate from uncertain aspects of urban ontologies. For instance, a term “ex-urban area” that 

means “a region between the rural lands that are beyond commuting distance to a metro area and the expanding 

suburban areas” (Daniels 1999) is sometimes represented by other terms such as “urban sprawl”, “periurban 

area”, or “urban-rural fringe” (Weaver and Lawton 2001). However, even when dealing with a same terminology 

for a concept such as the ex-urbanisation, there can be multiple definitions of the concept (Ban and Ahlqvist 

2007; 2008). For instance, one of the existing ex-urban definitions mentioned that the ex-urban area locates “10 

to 50 miles (approximately 16 to 80 kilometers) away from a major urban center of at least 500,000 people, or 5 

to 30 miles (approximately 8 to 48 kilometers) from a city of at least 50,000 people, generally within 25 minute 

commuting distance” and the population density is “generally less than 500 people per square mile” (Daniels 

1999, chap. 1). Another definition argues that the ex-urban area locates “within 50 miles (approximately 80 

kilometers) of the boundary of the central city of a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) with a population of 

between 500,000 and less than 2 million”, or “within 70 miles (approximately 113 kilometers) of the boundary 

of the central city of an MSA with a population of more than 2 million” (Nelson 1992).  

The two example definitions above have attributes such as population and distance, and their measurements 

indicate that the actual location of the ex-urban area can be different when each definition is represented in an 

empirical space. Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) show an incidence of ex-urban location (in the dark gray color) 

upon the definitions of Nelson (1992) and Daniels (1999) using empirical spatial and demographic data. Both 

maps in Figure 1 represent boundaries of ex-urban area in Delaware County, Ohio, U.S.A. based on U.S. Census 

2000 data (U.S. Census Bureau 2001) in a block-group unit. A block group generally consists of 600 to 3,000 

people, with an optimum size of 1,500 people (U.S. Census Bureau 2001). In Figure 1 the definition of Nelson 

(1992) represents the entire block groups in the County as an ex-urban area (Figure 1a), whereas the definition of 

Daniels (1999) also represents some non-exurban block groups (in the white color) in the County (Figure 1b). 

The different ex-urban boundaries in Figure 1 originate from the difference between the two definitions of 

Daniels (1999) and Nelson (1992). For instance, Daniels (1999) uses both the distance and the population 

attributes to define an ex-urban area, whereas Nelson (1992) uses only the population attribute. Due to the 

difference between the two definitions Daniels (1999) captures heterogeneous spatial patterns of ex-urbanisation 

(Figure 1b) that Nelson (1992) misses (Figure 1a). 

Both of the two definitions have the population attribute since the population of an area may affect on demand 

and decision to allocation of service facilities such as hospitals (Paquette and Domon 2003; Mulroy 2004). Other 
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existing ex-urban definitions with more attributes than the population could generate different empirical 

boundaries from the examples in Figure 1 (see Ban and Ahlqvist 2009 for the details). 

Due to the different definitions of urban concepts and their spatial boundaries discussed with an example of ex-

urbanisation above, its inherent uncertainties in urban ontologies may lead to difficulties in communication 

between the actors. Also it could generate inefficiency and confusion in urban management. Especially, in 

European countries there are important issues such as multilinguality that may affect development of e.g. a 

European Spatial Data Infrastructure (Nowak et al. 2005). 

The decision making of ex-urban boundary can take an important role in land-use since it affects on allocation of 

existing resources that is directly related to social conflicts. According to Vining and Schroeder (1989) conflicts 

about decisions of pro-preservation in an ex-urban area were found in their experiment. In the study of land-use 

planning in urban environment including urban sprawl, Godschalk (2004) noted that a term “Smart Growth” is 

defined differently by development-oriented groups, environmental groups, and planners/public officials. Due to 

the uncertainty, Godschalk (2004) mentioned that internal conflicts can exist on the definition, priorities, and 

implementation strategies of Smart Growth. 

    
(a)                                                                                     (b) 

FIG. 1: Exurban areas based on (a) Nelson’s (1992) definition and (b) Daniels’s (1999) definition (Ban and 

Ahlqvist 2007, Fig 6 and Fig 7) 

Individual residents in a city may have different viewpoints or social conflicts about their quality of life (Budny 

2007), and the conflicts can be found over boundary issues of land-use. In case of the United States, according to 

Brueckner (2000), often policy makers restrict developments in urban fringe by defining areas using a zoning 

tool called “urban growth boundary” (UGB). However there exist different arguments about the UGB that 

consider it is “loose” or “stringent” for managing the size of a city (Brueckner 2000). In Israel, borders between 

urban and rural authorities have been redefined to deal with conflicts over regional industries, property taxes, 

different religions, services by rural Regional Councils to ex-urban areas (Waterman 2008). In the study of 

tensions of ordinary people on urban growth without official boundary policies, Cadieux (2008) noted that a 

flexible urban boundary is necessary to deal with urban sprawl, a mixture of urban and green spaces.  

It is therefore essential to have a clear and transparent information exchange about the uncertainty of the urban 

ontologies between the actors in urban decision-making. Some problems related to these or other types of 

uncertainty issues could be identified and possibly resolved by evaluating the tools with participation of the 

actors in practice. 

2.2 Participatory GIS (PGIS) approach 

PGIS aims to promote public participation in policy-making processes by engaging individual citizens, 

nongovernmental organizations, grassroots groups, and community-based organizations using GIS, such as a 

spatial decision support system or a web-based municipal GIS (Sieber 2006). GIS’s ability to explore spatial data 

and its visual representations is important in PGIS approaches because some grassroots organizations may use 

GIS more for “cartographic spatial narratives” than spatial analysis (Elwood 2006). 

As PGIS are increasingly being adopted to urban research, qualitative PGIS brings quantitative GIS-methods and 

qualitative data together to interpret different forms of spatial knowledge from diverse social groups. However, 

even a PGIS approach may be criticized because the way used ontologies might include particular socio-political 
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information and embed institutional factors in the spatial data and this in turn might generate uneven access to 

the GIS (Elwood 2006). When developing software for PGIS such as pinu, evaluating the effectiveness is 

therefore fundamental to a successful integration of societal goals with local context and objectivity (Sieber 

2006; Haklay and Tobon 2003). 

3. USER EVALUATION DESIGN 

Having an existing prototype application, 'pinu' (Ban and Ahlqvist 2008), we developed a pilot-type user testing 

of pinu in order to see whether its interface supports the intended concept comparison/creation user activities, 

and to find existing limitations in pinu that could be further developed. The pilot interviews were focused on 

evaluating overall interface design and provide feedback for potential extensions of the software functionality. 

After this first round of interviews and revisions we conducted additional in-depth interviews for the purpose of 

evaluating the revised pinu interface illustrated in Figure 2. These in-depth interviews were focused not only on 

the interface design and usefulness, but also emphasized how each actor recognized ex-urbanisation and related 

issues or conflicts. 

3.1 Designing the pilot interviews 

The subjects of the pilot interviews consisted of seven graduate students in the Department of Geography, the 

Ohio State University, U.S.A. The students were recruited to represent different specializations in geography and 

to have varying computer/online-map literacy.  

In the survey, we showed a cartoon developed for the interviews to inform the interviewees about an example of 

boundary issues of ex-urbanisation in practice. Then we gave each interviewee a brief presentation about the 

purpose of the study and basic concepts necessary for the interview. This was followed by a demonstration of the 

tool with an example scenario (Figure 2). Lastly, after the participants had experienced pinu, we asked the 

interview questions. The questions include evaluation about the readability, visual design, and usability of 

components in the interface (see examples in Table 1) that they had looked at and manipulated. The questions 

were formulated as closed questions in which interviewees are provided with alternative answers such as Yes/No 

(Parfitt 1997), however the participants could also elaborate freely on the questions during the interview. 
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FIG. 2: pinu used in the pilot-interviews (revised version of Ban and Ahlqvist 2008, Fig 1) 

Are the sliders that define the weights of the attributes easy to use to  

assign the weights? (  ) 

No        Yes 

a.    b.      c.      d.      e.  f.    Not sure 

 

Is pinu easy to use and understand the uncertain concept of exurban 

boundary? (  ) 

No        Yes 

       a.        b.      c.      d.      e.  f.    Not sure 

If not, could you tell me the reason? 

TABLE. 1: Example of closed questions designed for the pilot interviews 

3.2 Designing the in-depth interviews 

After the pilot evaluation, the pinu interface went through some revisions based on the user feedback (Figure 3). 

The in-depth interviews were then designed to focus not only on the tool’s interface design and usefulness, but 

also emphasize how each actor recognize ex-urbanisation and what they feel about issues or conflicts related to 

the ex-urban boundary. We conducted the in-depth interviews with eleven actors consisting of two residents, two 

researchers, and seven policy-making players who live in or are related to ex-urbanisation in Delaware County, 

Ohio, U.S.A. The interviews consisted of both closed and open-ended questionnaires, allowing participants to 

express their opinion on matters that related to the use of this software (see examples in Table 2). The open-

ended questions do not force respondents into particular answers (Parfitt 1997). The questions were designed to 

gain insights about software such as 1) what the actors find from the software by using it and 2) how they think 

that the software could be useful to deal with boundary issues of ex-urban area in urban development and 

management. For six of the policy-making players a group-interview was conducted. During the in-depth 

interviews, the same procedures of the pilot interviews were used. This time, all responses were voice-recorded 

under consent of each interviewee when the open-ended questions were asked. On the other hand, in the pilot 

interviews we recorded all responses onto answering forms that were developed for the interviews. 
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FIG. 3: pinu’s interface used in the in-depth interviews (revised version of Figure 2) 

In Figure3, the interface is revised from previous version of pinu (Figure 2) based on the responses from the pilot 

interviews. For example, design of some components was relocated and/or resized, the 3D map had classified 

color schemes, and 2D maps were included for the user’s reference and convenience of use. 

How would you describe an exurban area? 

Do you know or have you heard about any conflicts associated with the 

presence of these different types of places—such as areas more urban or 

more rural—in Delaware County? 

Do you think something like pinu would be useful for land-use policy 

making? Why or why not? 

(follow-up question if positive answer) How do you think you could use a 

tool like pinu in your work related to land-use policy making? 

TABLE. 2: Example of open questions designed for the in-depth interviews 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Pilot interviews with general actors 

As general remarks on the interface design, the participants recommended changes for the size, position, colors, 

and transparencies of the rectangular bars, sliders, and texts for better readability and manipulation. The 
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interviewees also pointed out a need for multiple color schemes on the 3D object in the map (Figure 2), more 

landmark objects in the study area, two types of views of the spatial data in 2D and 3D. The participants also 

expressed an interest to explore and negotiate multiple ex-urban definitions to build their own understanding 

with the empirical data. 

4.2 In-depth interviews with focused actors 

The in-depth interviews provided much feedback on the revised interface and their thinking about the ex-urban 

concept. All participants seemed to agree that the concept is uncertain and difficult to define. For instance, actors 

in the resident group were not aware of the term ‘ex-urbanisation’ or its exact meaning. Due to this limitation of 

knowledge, they tried to deal with the boundary issues of ex-urban area based on their experiences and 

knowledge of their home environment.  

 

Asked about what they recognize from visualization of uncertain boundary of ex-urban area provided by pinu, all 

eleven interviewees responded that they realized the uncertainty. For questions about pinu’s usefulness for 

communication and knowledge sharing, most of them responded positively and mentioned that they would use a 

tool like pinu. Related to this, all of them suggested they would prefer if the tool could include more concepts 

with definitions since additional definitions may provide a better sense of the ex-urban boundary through 

empirical examples. 

For enhancement of the interface, most of the interviewees suggested changes in some part of the interface such 

as size of the sliders and texts would for easier use. Specifically, the resident-interviewees suggested developing 

another tool that could support representation and negotiation for planning and design of their home environment 

with other actors such as their neighbors. The researcher-interviewees recommended expanding the 

representation of ex-urban area by including more dimensions such as temporal change of ex-urban boundary. 

The policy-making players responded that pinu’s visualization and negotiation functionalities would be useful 

for land-use management with multiple stakeholders. The interviewees also suggested the potential to use pinu to 

deal with other issues of urban development that local agencies and actors need to deal with. 

Some interviewees pointed out that there have been conflicts over certain types of boundary in ex-urban areas in 

their real life. For example, three interviewees mentioned that one of the shopping centers located in ex-urban 

areas in City of Powell in Delaware County covers other ex-urban areas in nearby cities as well, and some shared 

social amenities between the cities have been allocated within the shopping center. However due to the 

difference between the existing administrative boundaries and the service boundary of the shopping center there 

have been conflicts between Powell and the other cities. Similarly, one of the post offices in ex-urban areas in 

Powell has been covered other ex-urban areas in nearby cities as well. However, since actual addresses of the 

residents in the nearby cities are not inside of Powell, there have been issues on the location of the post office 

between the residents. 

The responses from the in-depth interviews also indicated that even actors in the same social group may have 

issues of communication regarding urban ontologies. For instance, both of the two resident interviewees 

responded that people do not move to ex-urban areas only for their interests such as financial advantage they 

may earn in the ex-urban areas. At the same time, one of the resident interviewees used some characteristics of 

ex-urban area to describe suburban area.  

Based on the responses from the pilot interviews, the interface revised in Figure 4 supports access to remote 

concept-definition resources. The re-developed interface thus includes more interactivity, enhanced usability, 

and interoperability. In addition, the user could create a new concept definition and visualize that together with 

existing definitions and empirical spatial data using the interface in Figure 4. 
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FIG. 4: Example of future version of pinu’s interface (Ban and Ahlqvist 2009, Fig 4) 

5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

This paper provided user-evaluations of a software interface developed for representation, communication, and 

negotiation of urban ontologies. A series of revisions of the software-interface based on the evaluations was 

shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. This study also demonstrated the following results: first, the evaluated software 

interface, pinu, is potentially useful for participation, communication, knowledge sharing, and conflict resolution 

between actors in the domain of urban planning. According to the results of the evaluation, interactive-

visualization functionality along with the user’s manipulation was one of the strengths of the software interface. 

In future work the tool could be extended to include broader functionality such as Parallel Coordinate Plots 

(Inselberg 1985) that are useful for visualization of relationship(s) between records in the data. Figure 4 suggests 

another possibility of future developments of pinu’s interface that supports original-concept creation by users, 

multiple choices of concept and data, and complementary use of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional 

geovisualization (Ban and Ahlqvist 2009). To deal with qualitative data related to urban environment, analysis of 

multiple sources of data such as images of a certain place or movies showing narratives by actors for such a 

place would be useful for richer local information (Kwan and Ding 2008). Other functionalities such as metadata 

management by the users in Semantic Wiki could be considered (Krötzsch et al. 2005; Auer et al. 2006; Hepp et 

al. 2006).  

In terms of methodology, we found that the two types of interviews conducted in this study were useful for 

specific questions being asked. For instance, the pilot interviews with closed questions were useful for measuring 

qualitative responses using multiple, but continuous choices (Table 1). When the interviewees had to answer 

some qualitative questions—such as “Is pinu easy to use and understand the uncertain concept of exurban 

boundary?”—they responded that the multiple choices showing the corresponding, continuous degrees between 

Yes and No in a continuous grayscale between dark gray and light gray provided them some guidelines to select 

an answer. On the other hand, the open-ended questions in the in-depth interviews were helpful to capture elastic 

flow of thinking and responding of the interviewees that was not frequently following simple linear order of 

answering for the questions. For example, some interviewees provided answers for a question asked as well as 
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questions that will be asked later. Or, some following questions that were unplanned before the interview shed 

light on some responses for other questions.  

For even more insight, more actors from various social groups such as land developers from private sectors in 

urban planning could be interviewed, and diverse focus-group meetings could be conducted for the evaluation of 

the tool. Clearly, user evaluations are an important instrument to provide for better design and our evaluations, 

albeit small and partial, provided many informative answers and helped improve our work. Due to heterogeneous 

regional characteristics in urban environment, it is difficult to establish a common ex-urban definition for all 

areas. However, further user evaluations might be helpful to find better definitions of ex-urbanisation than other 

definitions for certain areas. 
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